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Stop hackers in their tracks using the tools and techniques described in this  unique resource. Organized by category, Anti-Hacker Tool Kit provides  complete details on the latest and most critical security tools, explains their  function, and demonstrates how to configure them to get the best results. New  and updated case studies illustrate how to implement each tool in real-world  situations. Protect your network and prevent disasters using the cutting-edge  security tools and exclusive information in this completely up-to-date  volume.
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The Linux Kernel Module Programming GuideCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2009
Linux Kernel Module Programming Guide is for people who want to write kernel modules. It takes a hands-on approach starting with writing a small "hello, world" program, and quickly moves from there. Far from a boring text on programming, Linux Kernel Module Programming Guide has a lively style that entertains while it educates.         An...
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The Worst Is Yet to Come: A Post-Capitalist Survival GuideRepeater, 2019

	Capitalism is about to commit suicide and is threatening to take us down with it. But will it give way to a grand social utopia or the beginning of a new dark age... albeit WiFi enabled?

	

	The Worst is Yet to Come explores the disturbing possibility that the current crisis of neoliberal capitalism isn’t...
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Acting Teachers of America: A Vital TraditionAllworth Press, 2007
For the first time--insights from 50 of the most distinguished   acting teachers in America

* Priceless gathering of wisdom and experience

* The biggest names in acting: Michael Howard, Lloyd Richards, Olympia   Dukakis, dozens more

* Stunning, revealing photographs of acting teachers and their finest   students...
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Firefox Secrets: A Need-To-Know GuideSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2005
This is a must read guide to anyone who wants to learn how to browse faster and more conveniently with Firefox. Firefox Secrets will teach you how to get the most from Mozilla, including how to find and use all the hidden features, extensions available to you. You'll learn:
	Ways to ease the transition from Internet Explorer...
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Pro Office 365 Development (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012

	Because of the variety of ways the Office 365 platform can be customized, the techniques described will appeal to a range of audiences. About half of the book demonstrates non-code solutions. If you’re an end user or power user, this book provides many useful tips that you can use to get the most out of Office 365. The second half of...
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Ruby Phrasebook (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2008
You can find some great Ruby books on the market. If you are new to Ruby, a friend or someone on the Internet has probably already listed some favorite Ruby books—and you should buy those books. But every book has its niche: Each attempts to appeal to a certain need of a programmer.

It is my belief that the best thing this book can...
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